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Though I have endeavoured all my life to abolish caste, 

as far as this country is concerned this has meant that I 

carry out propaganda for the abolition of God, religion, 

the Shastras and brahmins. For caste will disappear 

only when these four disappear. Even if one of these 

was to remain, caste will not be abolished... 

- E V R Periyar, Ninety-third Birthday Souvenir, quoted 

in Anaimuthu 1974 

PERIYAR AND SELF RESPECT
1925-1944



"To control their women Aryans-Brahmins … 
devised a system which would characterise
their enemies as untouchable and which 
ensured that [their women] do not get 
anywhere near these other men …Because our 
ancestors held women as property they had to 
create the phenomenon of untouchability to 
safeguard this property..." 

S. Ramanathan, Kudi Arasu, 12.4.31 



WOMEN SELF RESPECTERS

Sisters, reflect for a moment on the horrors
you endure in your day-today life. You borrow
money - because you wish to observe a
custom, practise a ritual, you borrow for a
funeral, a pilgrimage... Consequently, poverty,
humiliation, debt, police warrant, mortgage,
the misery that visits your children,
unbearable sadness and the rebuke of others:
one follows the other.

Why must you do this? To preserve a
convention, an orthodox custom? To appear
virtuous in the eyes of others? Do you not
realize your [minds] are diseased... stricken
with barbarity and afflicted with degenerate
rituals...



Boycott the homes of those who oppose any and every move to a
reform of women's lives; whether these have to do with the
abolition of the devadasi system or the rights to education and
mobility of adi dravida women. You may offer satyagraha, why
your very life, for the sake of our devadasi sisters who are being
coerced by their parents into the profession of their forbears.
Offer satyagraha in front of the homes of your sisters who disdain
to grant our adi dravida (Dalit) sisters' rights of access to the
common well...

Minakshi, Kudi Arasu, 6.3.32



Who is a working woman? Almost all women, except for the
very few who can afford not to… In offices, courts,
universities, hotels, factories, at tailoring, weaving,
construction, in the fields and at home – women work
everywhere and all the time… in this sense women were the
first proletariat. But women are denied the dignity of their
work, and worse, work is considered a mark of masculinity…

Neelavathi, Puratchi, 29-4-34



Marriage, my dear brother, is not a thing of
arrangement. It is not a question of haggling
and bargaining. It is not a business transaction
to be settled by others who are no parties to it.
As a function or a celebration which is
secondary and purely conventional, it may
involve a third person or persons. But as a
contract, marriage is the culmination of the
bond of love existing between two parties.
Marriage is purely personal, and never
complementary. It is solely and wholly left to
the liberty of the individual, and wherever that
liberty is tampered with, the result is an
unhappy union

• Miss Gnanam, Revolt, 6 October 1929.



Our comrades are happy to speak of

Brahmanism, self-respect, socialism, and

if, after speaking all of this, they have

some time, they condescend to speak of

women’s rights. But many are careful to

leave such rights talk behind when they go

home – just as you leave your slippers

outside the front door, our comrades are

careful to drop all reference to women’s

equality before they enter their homes.

- Indrani Balasubramanium, Kudi Arasu



FROM SELF RESPECT TO DRAVIDIAN ASSERTION

“…. For thousands of years, Aryanism has shown no sign of
letting go, even to the tiniest extent of its loud arrogance. It
fed the imagination, drove out thought, depressed the original
inhabitants of this land, and landed them in Brahminism’s
snare. It spread like a weed on our yielding earth and left our
brave people in tears. It is Brahminism which has made the
brave, tough Tamil hollow-cheeked and shrunken, which has
made him a pauper living in a hovel. …

Ravanan is a very brave and accomplished man. Lanka is a
beautiful place, lacking in no comfort. After describing a man
and his kingdom thus, the poet goes on to say that this king
saw an Aryan woman, got impassioned, lost his head, and fell
from grace – in saying this, the poet has sought to soil the
pride of the Dravidian race. Would we, Dravidians, thus be
tempted and lose ourselves to an Aryan woman?”

- C N Annadurai, founder, DMK, Arya Mayai



“She saw her husband trapped in poverty, walked her
mincing walk, found a rich man, lured him, just so she could
live with him, and earned herself a waist band, a mango-
shaped necklace, diamond earrings, a ring, ten acres of
fertile land and a bungalow. The seductress!

…Even the chap who drives her car to make his meagre living
would not grant her a quarter. Instead he would lament his
fate and rue the fact that he has to work for such an one,
flawed sinner that she is. Let those fallen women play host
to the foreigner. We will work to cut free the chains that
bind our motherland.”

- From a popular short story of the 1950s



Maniammai Arulmozhi Ovia

DRAVIDIAN WOMEN: CRITICAL THINKERS



WOMEN WRITING THEIR TIMES

1950s – 2000s

Krithika

Rajam Krishnan

Hepsibah Jesudasan

P. Sivakami

Su. Tamizhselvi



Krithika wrote of the elite world of the Indian civil service – as it

was in the first two decades after 1947. Her novels explore two

overlapping concerns: The first has to do with what the women in

her novels, married to Babus of various kinds – but all from the

upper castes, Brahmins and Kayasths - long for, and seldom find:

companionate marriage, unconventional love and the desire to do

something that transcends the domestic universe.

Her second concern: the building of the nation. Whether inspired

by Mahatma Gandhi or socialism, her characters – politicians,

bureaucrats and journalists - experience a distance between what

they set out to do and where they find themselves. Significantly,

she does not engage with the caste question, and cursorily refers

to the ‘harijan’ problem but even this is an afterthought.

(1915-2009)



Rajam Krishnan wrote of women’s intimate lives and in the context
of ‘modern development’. She placed her characters in diverse
social and cultural settings, and examined their lives in the context
of not only family relationships, but changes in the environment and
economy.

Her protagonists are beset with social unease and restlessness. They
are either Gandhian women who had been mentored into a culture
of constructive work, or feminists who chafe at the constraints that
the caste family and society impose on their lives.

Krishnan was responsive to the plebeian energy of the Tamil anti-
Brahmin and anti-caste movements, but was ambiguous in her
assessment of their politics. She could see that history was on the
side of the bahujan-dalit constituency that stood with the DMK. On
the other hand, this politics seemed to her a travesty of Gandhian
and more generally an ‘honest’ politics of an earlier era.

(1925-2014)



Hepsibah Jesudasan, from the Nadar community, which had been

placed beyond the pale of touchable society until the early 20th

century, wrote movingly and with delicacy, of the lives and times of

modernizing Nadars. Her novels complicate the genre of the family

novel in unexpected ways. Putham Veedu (The New House) does this

most effectively.

Set in pre-independent India it narrates the travails of a young Nadar

woman - from an old family that has known better days - who awaits

marriage. Hard working, kind and curious, young Lizzy aches for

attention, rather for ‘recognition’, of her personhood, which is

resolutely overlooked and mocked at, by her immediate family,

including her mother. A chance encounter with a young man, also a

Nadar, but from a working class background, leads to a wistful

romance, but meanwhile she has to reckon with filial jealousy,

murder and death in the family …
(1925-2012)



On an initial reading, Sivakami’s first book of fiction appears a
subaltern and dalit version of the family novel – except that the
larger social and economic world impinges on the Dalit family in
menacing ways. But as we read along, we realise that this larger
world of caste and class power mocks at the capacity of families
to be protective of women or, for that matter, children. Sivakami
puts this down to the bombast and pretensions of the Dalit
patriarch who lords over this two wives, a mistress and children…
it is a world her college educated protagonist longs to exit. She is
drawn to socialist idealism.

Interestingly enough, a decade later, Sivakami reworked this
novel’s content. She added an appendix, in which the narrator
wonders if the tale could be told differently, keeping in mind how
the caste world pressed down on the so-called dalit patriarch…

1957 -



Whether laboring on other’s lands, grazing goats for a living, or doing

sundry tasks, from domestic labour to working in factories, women in

Tamizhselvi’s novels women lead a difficult and bustling life. But they

have recourse to moments of stolen pleasure, as when a woman can

actually strip down to her body and swim to her heart’s content.

While many rue their difficult conjugal lives, they don’t see

themselves only as victims. There is also the comradeship of other

women, as they gather in groups and set out to work – to transplant

paddy, pluck cashew nuts, and bring the harvest come…

While Tamizhselvi writes of subaltern caste worlds, she is not

interested in unpacking the terms of subalternity. It is as if an

imaginative engagement with gendered worlds forecloses other kinds

of creative critique, especially of the larger social universe. (1971-)



In Conclusion

What inhibits the naming of caste, in a state that is vocal about it in public and
cultural contexts?

• Is it because the inner life of caste has to do with the family and household, with
diet, with how one walks, talks, with habits, customs, that it is hard to get self-
conscious about it? Especially if one is a woman, and charged with reproducing
this world, day after day? Unless that reproduction is itself marked with violence,
as it is for Dalits.

• Or is it because women’s sense of justice is shaped by ethical and emotional
issues that flow from flawed and violent relationships, within intimate spaces?

• Or does this have to do with the fact that only in times of historical stress and
movement that inner and outer worlds appear crucially linked, as happened
during the anti-colonial struggle? Or during the Self-respect phase of history?

• Or is it because the women in question, the ones discussed so far, wrote within a
literary context which continues to be embedded as well as embarrassed by
caste?




